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General
THE OHIO JOURNAL OF SCIENCE considers original contributions from members and non-members of the Academy in all fields of science. While special consideration will be given to manuscripts concerned with Ohio subject matter, other reports with scientific merit will be reviewed for publication. Submission of a manuscript is understood to mean that the work is original and unpublished, and is not being considered for publication elsewhere. All manuscripts considered for publication will be peer-reviewed. The opinions expressed by reviewers are their own, and do not represent the views of the Ohio Academy of Science or THE OHIO JOURNAL OF SCIENCE.
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Publication in The Ohio Journal of Science requires authors to assist in meeting publication expenses. These costs will be assessed at $85 per page for members of the Academy and $120 per page for nonmembers. In multi-authored papers, each author must be a member of the Academy at the time of publication to be eligible for the reduced member rate. Papers that exceed 12 printed pages may be charged full production costs.

Submission
Please submit two copies of manuscripts and illustrations accompanied by a CD-ROM with a text file in MSWord and separate files of each illustration in tiff format in accord with current guidelines posted at http://www.ohio-sci.org/ojsinstr.htm. Original photographs or transparencies and high resolution line art prints of maps or graphs are also acceptable. Additionally, as accessible from the guidelines web page, the following forms must be submitted with the manuscript: (1) affirmation of originality, (2) copyright transfer and (3) page charge acceptance.

Please submit all materials to:

Manuscript Processing
The Ohio Journal of Science
1500 W Third Ave Ste 228
Columbus OH 43212-2817

For technical questions about electronic formats or other details for submission, contact:

Phone: 614-488-2228
Fax: 614-488-7629
Email: oasresponse@iwaynet.net

Please contact the Editor directly for general questions regarding content or appropriateness of submission:

Mr. Lynn E. Elfner, Acting Editor
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